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Abstract

In many visual classification tasks the spatial distribution of discriminative information is (i) non uniform e.g. person ‘reading’ can be distinguished from ‘taking a photo’ based on the area around the arms i.e. ignoring the legs and (ii) has intra class variations e.g. different readers may hold the books differently. Motivated by these observations, we propose to learn the discriminative spatial saliency of images while simultaneously learning a max margin classifier for a given visual classification task. Using the saliency maps to weight the corresponding visual features improves the discriminative power of the image representation. We treat the saliency maps as latent variables and allow them to adapt to the image content to maximize the classification score, while regularizing the change in the saliency maps. Our experimental results on three challenging datasets, for (i) human action classification, (ii) fine grained classification and (iii) scene classification, demonstrate the effectiveness and wide applicability of the method.

1. Introduction

The human visual system is capable of analyzing images quickly by rapidly changing the points of visual fixation. Estimating the distribution of such points i.e. the visual saliency is an important problem in computer vision \cite{13, 15, 21, 29}. Initial works on visual saliency detection addressed generic saliency, highlighting (generally interesting) properties such as edges, contours, color, texture etc., building on the feature integration theory \cite{15, 25}. For visual discrimination, generic visual saliency should be adapted to include task specific information. Many works \cite{9, 10, 20}, thus, define and compute saliency based on the discriminative power of local features i.e. how much does a feature contribute towards separating the classes. Such feature based discriminative saliency has been shown to be important in automatic visual analysis.

Furthermore, in many visual classification tasks there is a spatial bias which complements global feature saliency e.g. for the ‘coast’ class in scene classification, sky-like regions are salient, not everywhere but in the upper part of an image. Thus, we argue that given a class, visual saliency is attributed to different local regions based on their appearance and their spatial location in an image i.e. a task specific spatial saliency is associated with each image.

In the present paper, we (i) extend the notion of discriminative visual saliency by including discriminative spatial information and (ii) learn it, together with the classifier, to obtain a more discriminative image representation for visual classification. Contrary to previous works \cite{9, 10, 13, 14, 15, 20} that use saliency of features, irrespective of their positions, we work with saliency of regions in space i.e. for the ‘ridinghorse’ class instead of saying ‘look for horse like features’ we say ‘look for horse like features in the lower part of the image’. Fig. 2 illustrates this point and Fig. 1 shows saliency maps obtained by our method.

![Figure 1. Example images and their spatial saliency maps obtained with our algorithm for ‘interacting with computer’, ‘taking photo’, ‘playing music’, ‘walking’ and ‘ridinghorse’ action classes (higher values are brighter).](image-url)

Our definition of saliency is closely coupled with learning the classifier, unlike previous work which learn the saliency map and the classifier separately \cite{9, 10, 23}. We learn the classifier while simultaneously modeling saliency in an integrated max margin learning framework. We formulate saliency in terms of local regions, and the learning based on a latent SVM framework adapted to incorporate
the saliency model. We show that our saliency model improves results on three challenging datasets for (i) human action classification in images [5], (ii) fine-grained classification i.e. persons playing vs. holding musical instruments [32] and (iii) scene classification [17].

1.1. Related work

Visual saliency has been investigated in the computer vision literature in many different ways. Salient local regions have been detected using interest points (e.g. [18, 19]) which can be made invariant to image transformations (e.g. rotation, scale, affine) and, thus, can be detected reliably and repeatably. They have been very successful for matching images under different transformations [18, 19]. Such regions were also used to sample small sets of salient patches from images for classification with bag-of-features representations [3], but dense (regular or random) sampling has been shown to perform better [22] and is currently the state-of-the-art [6].

Biologically inspired saliency, based on the feature integration theory [25], motivated another line of work. Regions were marked as salient depending on the difference with their surrounding area [13, 15], measured using low level features e.g. edges, texture, contours. Such generic saliency was further adapted to discriminative saliency [9, 10, 14, 20], where, given a visual classification task, saliency was defined by the capability of the features to separate the classes.

Moosmann et al. [20] learn saliency maps for visual search to improve object categorization. Gao and Vasconcelos [9] formulate discriminative saliency and determine it based on feature selection in the context of object detection [10]. Parikh et al. [23] learn saliency in an unsupervised manner based on how well a patch can predict the locations of others. Khan et al. [14] model color based saliency to weight features. Harada et al. [11] learn weights on regions for classification. However, they learn the weights per class i.e. the weights are the same for all images. Yao et al. [32] learn a classifier with random forests. They mine salient patches, for the decision trees, by randomly sampling patches and selecting the most discriminative ones.

We model saliency based on the contribution of regions to classification i.e. our saliency is discriminative. We do not discard features, but weight them using the saliency map, which differs from e.g. [10, 22, 23]. Our model incorporates saliency modeling into the learning of separating hyperplane in a max margin framework. Hence, our saliency is more tightly coupled with the visual discrimination task unlike many previous works where learning saliency and classifiers are separate steps e.g. [9, 10, 14, 23].

Recently, latent support vector machine (LSVM) classifiers have shown promise in many visual tasks. Felzenszwalb et al. [8] use LSVM for part based object detection which has become a standard component in state-of-the-art systems [6]. Bilen et al. [1] model the position and size of the objects using LSVM for image classification. We adapt the LSVM formulation to incorporate saliency modeling. In our model the image saliency maps are latent variables and are thus integrated with learning the classifier.

2. Approach

We define image saliency as a mapping $s: G \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$, where $G$ is a spatial partition of the image, $c \in G$ is a region of the image and $s(c)$ gives the saliency of the region. Our method is general and can work with any spatial partition of the images e.g. $G$ can be the set of all image pixels, as in traditional saliency, or a set of user specified regions. We choose $G$ to be the set of cells obtained with a spatial pyramid like uniform grid [17]. This is motivated by two reasons. First, we have a variable corresponding to every element of $G$ for every image and, since contemporary visual discrimination datasets [4, 17, 31] have limited number of training images, using very fine regions e.g. pixels would make the number of variables very large compared to the training data. Second, the spatial pyramid, despite of its simplicity, is competitive with methods using more complex spatial models [6]. Given our choice of $G$, we can equivalently write a saliency map as an ordered list of real values i.e. $s = \{s_c|c \in G\}$ where we use the row major order of the grid cells (Fig. 3a).

We work in a supervised binary classification scenario with given training images $I^i \in \mathcal{I}$ and corresponding class labels $y^i \in \{-1, 1\}$. Our model consists of three components, (i) the separating hyperplane $w$, (ii) the image saliency maps $s^i$ for images $I^i \in \mathcal{I}$ and (iii) a generic saliency map $\bar{s}$ for regularizing the image saliency maps. The saliency map of an image maximizes the classification score while penalizing its deviation from the generic saliency map. Our full model is obtained by solving a max-margin optimization problem with the image saliency maps as latent variables. We present our model in the following
sections.

2.1. Maximum margin formulation

Given a saliency map $s^i = \{s^i_c | c \in G\}$ for the $i^{th}$ image, we represent the image with the saliency map weighted concatenation of bag-of-features (BoF) histograms for the grid cells (Fig. 3a), i.e.

$$x^i = [s^i_1 h^i_1 \ldots s^i_{|G|} h^i_{|G|}],$$

where $h_c$ is the BoF histogram for cell $c \in G$ with appropriate normalization. As noted in [27], normalization plays an important role, and we discuss this in more detail later.

We cast the problem in a maximum margin latent SVM framework with the image saliency maps $\{s^i | I^i \in I\}$ as latent variables. The optimization with hinge loss becomes

$$\min_w \frac{1}{2}||w||^2 + C \sum_i \max(0, 1 - y^i f(x^i, w)),$$

where $f$ is the scoring function (Sec. 2.2, Eq. 3).

Latent SVMs have been very popular recently in the computer vision community [1, 8]. They lead to a semiconvex optimization i.e. the objective function is convex if the latent variables for the positive examples are fixed.

2.2. Image score

We score a given image as $f(x, w) = \max_s w^T x$ (omitting superscript $i$ for brevity) i.e. we allow the saliency map of the image to change to maximize its score w.r.t. the separating hyperplane. However, this leads to the trivial solution of selecting the highest scoring cell. To avoid this, we introduce a new variable, a generic saliency map, $\bar{s}$. We penalize the score proportional to the deviation of the image saliency map from $\bar{s}$. This regularizes the image saliency maps and gives smoother maps. The final score is thus obtained as

$$f(x, w) = \max_s w^T x - \lambda (s - \bar{s})^T (s - \bar{s}),$$

where $\lambda$ is the parameter controlling the trade off between maximizing the score by varying the saliency map and deviation of the image saliency map from $\bar{s}$. We rewrite the first term of the score as

$$w^T x = \sum_{c=1}^{||G||} \sum_{k=1}^{K} w_{(c-1)\cdot K + k} h_{ck} = s^T D_w \bar{h}^T,$$

where $K$ is the size of BoF codebook, $\bar{h}^T = [h^T_1 \ldots h^T_{|G|}]$ (concatenation of cell BoF histograms with appropriate normalization) and

$$D_w = \begin{bmatrix} w_1 & \ldots & w_K \\ \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ 0 & \ldots & w_{(|G|-1)\cdot K + 1} \ldots w_{|G|K}\end{bmatrix}.$$  

Normalization of the BoFs. As noted by Vedaldi et al. [27], in the context of linear classifiers, unnormalized histograms favor (assign relatively larger scores to) larger regions, L1 normalization favors smaller regions while L2 normalization is neutral and thus ideal. In our experiments, the images are of different size and the grids, specified in terms of fractional multiples of image width and height, results in different sized regions which makes normalization important. Harzallah et al. [12] had also previously noted that normalizing each cell separately instead of globally normalizing the whole descriptor gives slightly better results. Our preliminary experiments resulted in similar conclusions and in our final implementation we work with per-cell L2 normalized vectors i.e. each of the $h_c$ are L2 normalized independently. The optimization problem in Eq. 3, after rewriting the first term using Eq. 4, takes a closed form solution (for $s$) involving matrix operations and is very fast to compute.

2.3. Regularized formulation

By introducing $\bar{s}$ into the formulation we have introduced another source of scaling. Everything else fixed, by scaling
the magnitude of \( \bar{s} \) we can change the image scores (as the saliency maps are multipliers in the score function). Thus, we can decrease the objective value without making any generalizable progress. To control such scaling we augment the objective function with a regularization term for \( \bar{s} \), which penalizes deviation from a uniform map which assigns unit weight to each cell similar to the (individual level of) standard spatial pyramid, as

\[
L(w, \bar{s}) = \frac{1}{2}||w||^2 + \frac{\gamma}{2}||\bar{s} - 1||^2 + C \sum_i \max(0, 1 - y^t f(x^i)).
\]

We now have one more parameter, \( \gamma > 0 \), to control the regularization of \( \bar{s} \). As the scales of \( \bar{s} \) and \( w \) are different we can not expect similar regularization w.r.t. loss, i.e. parameter \( C \) to work for both. Thus the model has three parameters for controlling different regularizations \( \gamma, C, \lambda \).

The parameter \( C \) (cf. the standard SVM parameter) and \( \gamma \) control the relative trade-offs between constraint violation, margin maximization and regularization of \( \bar{s} \). The parameter \( \lambda \) controls the regularization of the saliency map for each image. To gain some more intuition about the parameter \( \lambda \), consider the two limiting cases. In the first limiting case, when \( \lambda \to \infty \), we have a highly smoothed model which forces all saliency maps to be the same as the generic saliency. In the other limiting case, when \( \lambda = 0 \), we have no smoothing and the saliency maps put all the weight on the best scoring cell per image.

2.4. Solving the optimization problem

We solve the problem with a block coordinate descent algorithm. We treat \( w \) and \( \bar{s} \) as two blocks of variables and alternately optimize on one while keeping the other fixed. Fig. 3b illustrates the learning process. In each of the inner iterations we optimize using stochastic gradient descent as detailed in Algorithms 1 and 2, where we use (the stochastic approximations of) the sub-gradient w.r.t. \( w \),

\[
\nabla_w L = w + C \sum_i g_w(x^i)
\]

\[
\text{Algorithm 1 Stochastic gradient descent for } w (\bar{s} \text{ fixed})
1: \text{while } t = 1, \ldots, T \text{ do}
2: \text{Specify learning rate } l^w_t \text{ for iteration } t
3: \text{Choose a random training image } I^t
4: \text{Calculate the saliency map } s^i \text{ iff } y^t = -1
5: \text{if } y^t f(x^i, w) \geq 1 \text{ then}
6: \quad w \leftarrow w - l^w_t g_w
7: \quad \text{else}
8: \quad w \leftarrow w - l^w_t (w - CNy^t x^i)
9: \text{end if}
10: \text{end while}
\]

\[
\text{Algorithm 2 Stochastic gradient descent for } \bar{s} (w \text{ fixed})
1: \text{while } t = 1, \ldots, T \text{ do}
2: \text{Specify learning rate } l^\bar{s}_t \text{ for iteration } t
3: \text{Choose a random training image } I^t
4: \text{Calculate the saliency map } s^i
5: \text{if } y^t f(x^i, w) \geq 1 \text{ then}
6: \quad \bar{s} \leftarrow \bar{s} - l^\bar{s}_t (\gamma (\bar{s} - 1) + 2CNy^t \lambda (\bar{s} - s^i))
7: \quad \text{else}
8: \quad \bar{s} \leftarrow \bar{s} - l^\bar{s}_t (\gamma (\bar{s} - 1) + 2CNy^t \lambda (\bar{s} - s^i))
9: \text{end if}
10: \text{end while}
\]

\[
g_w(x^i) = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if } y^t F(x^i) \geq 1 \\ -y^t x^i & \text{otherwise}, \end{cases} \quad (7)
\]

and sub-gradient w.r.t. \( \bar{s} \),

\[
\nabla_{\bar{s}} L = \gamma (\bar{s} - 1) + C \sum_i g_{\bar{s}}(x^i)
\]

\[
g_{\bar{s}}(x^i) = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{if } y^t F(x^i) \geq 1 \\ 2y^t \lambda (\bar{s} - s^i) & \text{otherwise}. \end{cases}
\]

While keeping \( \bar{s} \) fixed we get a semi convex LSVM-like optimization [8] for \( w \). Unfortunately, that is not the case for the optimization of \( \bar{s} \) as, with \( w \) fixed, the hinge loss for each example is concave w.r.t. \( \bar{s} \) (the coefficient of \( \bar{s}^T \bar{s} \) is \( -\lambda < 0 \)). Thus, the total hinge loss (being the maximum over one convex i.e. zero function, and multiple concave functions i.e. per example hinge losses) is, in general, non convex and the algorithm will converge to a local minimum for \( \bar{s} \). To make sure that it does not end up in a very bad local minimum, we initialize \( w \) with a perturbed version of that learned using the baseline SVM (same optimization with all components of \( \bar{s} \) and \( \{s^i | I^i \in I\} \) fixed to 1). Since we are directly minimizing the primal we can expect approximations to generalize reasonably [2]. In practice, we find that the models computed by our implementation perform well.

Parameters. We find initial learning rates \( l^w_0 \) and \( l^\bar{s}_0 \) by performing preliminary experiments on a subset of the full data and then we decrease the learning rates every iteration by dividing by the iteration number i.e. \( l_t = l_0 / t \) (as is common with stochastic gradient methods). We fix \( C = 1 \) for all experiments (this gives similar results on average as with \( C \) obtained by cross validation) and select \( \lambda \) and \( \gamma \) by cross validation on the training data.

Nonlinearizing using a feature map. Recent progress in explicitly computing the feature maps [28] induced by different non linear kernels allows us to address non linearity. The approach is to apply the non linear map to compute the feature vectors explicitly, and work with linear algorithms in the feature space.
We transform the histograms by taking their element-wise square roots \( i.e., \sqrt{h_{ij}} \). It is known \([28]\) that the product of the resulting vectors is equal to the Bhattacharyya kernel between the original histograms. Hence, using the feature map is equivalent to working with the non linear Bhattacharyya kernel, which has been shown to give better results than the linear kernel. We L1 normalize the original histograms so that the feature mapped vectors are L2 normalized.

### 3. Experimental results

We evaluate our method on three challenging datasets for (i) human action classification in still images \([5]\), (ii) fine grained classification of humans playing musical instruments vs. holding them \([32]\) and (iii) scene classification \([17]\). We first give the details of our implementation and baselines and then proceed to present and discuss the results on the three datasets.

**Bag-of-features.** Like previous works \([4, 32]\) we densely sample grayscale SIFT features at multiple scales. We use a fixed step size of 4 pixels and use square patch sizes at 7 scales ranging from 8 to 40 pixels. We learn a vocabulary of size 1000 using k-means and assign the SIFT features to the nearest codebook vector (hard assignment). We use the VLFeat library \([26]\) for SIFT and k-means computation.

**Spatial pyramid (SP and overlapping SP).** We use four level spatial pyramid but instead of the usual non overlapping cells with uniform grids we expand the cells by 50% and let them overlap \( i.e., 2 \times 2 \) cells are \( 3/4 \) of the height (width) instead of 1/2. We found that doing so provides better statistics (less sparse histograms) for finer cells and improves performance. This is inspired by the idea of ‘non sparsification’ of vectors \([24]\). We discuss this more in Sec. 3.4. Our initial experiments gave similar results with classifiers trained on the full pyramid descriptor and the weighted sum of descriptors from each level. We train classifiers for each level separately and combine levels, for the baselines as well as our method, by the weighted sum of classifier scores. The weights sum to one over all levels and are higher for finer resolution levels similar to previous work \([17]\).

**Baselines.** We use SP and overlapping SP, as baselines, with linear SVM trained without our saliency model \( i.e., \) we fix all the saliency maps to be uniform in the optimization reducing it to standard linear SVM with spatial BoF. The baseline results are obtained with the liblinear \([7]\) library.

**Performance measure.** The performance is evaluated based on average precision (AP) for each class and the mean average precision (mAP) over all classes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Per-obj Baselines</th>
<th>Per-obj Baselines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>inter. Sp. [17]</td>
<td>Baselines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inter. w/ comp.</td>
<td>SP [17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>photographing</td>
<td>ov. SP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ridingbike</td>
<td>Ours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ridinghorse</td>
<td>59.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>running</td>
<td>58.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>walking</td>
<td>56.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mAP</td>
<td>65.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.1. Willow actions

Willow actions\(^1\) \([4]\) is a challenging database for action classification on unconstrained consumer images downloaded from the internet. It has 7 classes of common human actions \( e.g., \) ‘ridingbike’, ‘running’. It has at least 108 images per class of which 70 images are used for training and validation and rest are used for testing. The task is to predict the action being performed given the human bounding box. Like previous work \([5]\), we expand the given person bounding boxes by 50% to include some contextual information.

Fig. 5a shows example images and their saliency maps obtained with our model and Tab. 1 gives quantitative results on the Willow actions dataset. Our implementation of the baseline spatial pyramid \([17]\) achieves an mAP of 62.6% while that of a spatial pyramid with overlapping cells improves by 2%. Our model obtains 65.9% which is the state-of-the-art result on this dataset. To compare with previous works, Delaitre et al. \([5]\) obtain an mAP of 64.1% with a method modeling person-object interactions. Note that they model complex interactions between objects and body parts while using external data to train the several object and body part detectors.

Our method gives best results for four out of seven categories. The most significant improvement is obtained on the ‘ridinghorse’ class which has a strong spatial bias for horse and grass in the bottom part of the image. The saliency map modeling effectively exploits this (Fig. 5a). The drop on ‘ridingbike’ class can be explained by the limitation of the method to improve performance if the classifier is able to separate the training data almost perfectly and if there is not enough training data (Sec. 3.4).

### 3.2. People playing musical instruments

People playing musical instruments (PPMI)\(^2\) \([32]\) is a dataset emphasizing subtle difference in interactions between humans and objects (fine grained classification). It contains classes with humans interacting with \( i.e., \) either

\(^1\)http://www.di.ens.fr/willow/research/stillactions/
\(^2\)http://ai.stanford.edu/~bangpeng/ppmi.html
there are two tasks for this dataset (i) 24 class classification with each class being the human playing and holding the 12 instruments and (ii) 12 binary classifications for human playing vs. holding the instruments.

Fig. 5b shows some example images and their saliency maps and Tab. 2 show our results on the PPMI datasets for 24 class multi-class classification (Task 1) and 12 binary classification problems (Task 2) respectively. For Task 1 the spatial pyramid baseline achieves 45.3% and the overlapping spatial pyramid achieves 46.6% improving by 1.3%. Our method achieves a mAP of 49.4% which is state of the art for the dataset. In comparison to previous methods, we improve by 12.7% compared to Yao et al.’s Grouplet [31] and by 2.4% compared to their Random Forest classifier [32]. For Task 2 the baselines are at 89.2% and 90.3% while our method achieves 91.2% compared to 89.2% of Grouplet [31] and 92.1% of Random Forest classifier [32]. The Grouplet method uses patches at only one scale which can perhaps explain its lower performance. Note that the Random Forest classifier has a much higher complexity than our approach, as it uses 100 decision trees. At each node of the tree they evaluate a linear SVM decision thus effectively contributing towards refining the hyperplane—is is much when the training data is well separated i.e. the baseline SVM is saturated. This can occur when there is not enough training data or the task is relatively easy. In saturated cases the number of vectors within the margin—which effectively contribute towards refining the hyperplane—is small (<100) and the saliency model is not able to derive additional information from so few examples. Fig. 4 (left) shows the performances for different codebook sizes on the Willow actions dataset. We notice that for larger codebook sizes of 500 and 1000 the overlapping SP performs better than the non overlapping one but the difference is not significant for a codebook size of 100. As the codebook size increases, but the number of features stays the same, the sparsity of the histograms increases. Thus, pooling more features by increasing the size of the cells performs better, as the sparsity of the histograms is decreased.

We can also observe that our approach does not gain much when the training data is well separated i.e. the baseline SVM is saturated. This can occur when there is not enough training data or the task is relatively easy. In saturated cases the number of vectors within the margin—which effectively contribute towards refining the hyperplane—is small (<100) and the saliency model is not able to derive additional information from so few examples. Fig. 4 (right) shows the performances for the different pyramid combinations for the Willow actions dataset. We observe that as the pyramid level increases, the gap between the baselines and the proposed method decreases due to increase in train-

### 3.4. Overlapping cells and training saturation

We use overlapping cells for the spatial pyramid decomposition. As noted by Perronnin et al. [24], when sparseness of the vectors increases, the performance of linear SVM decreases. This is because the more robust distance with sparse vectors is L1 while linear SVM corresponds to the L2 distance. To decrease the effect of sparsity we take overlapping cells in the spatial pyramid partition by increasing the sizes of the cells by 50%. Fig. 4 (left) shows the performances for different codebook sizes on the Willow actions dataset. We notice that for larger codebook sizes of 500 and 1000 the overlapping SP performs better than the non overlapping one but the difference is not significant for a codebook size of 100. As the codebook size increases, but the number of features stays the same, the sparsity of the histograms increases. Thus, pooling more features by increasing the size of the cells performs better, as the sparsity of the histograms is decreased.

We use overlapping cells for the spatial pyramid decomposition. As noted by Perronnin et al. [24], when sparseness of the vectors increases, the performance of linear SVM decreases. This is because the more robust distance with sparse vectors is L1 while linear SVM corresponds to the L2 distance. To decrease the effect of sparsity we take overlapping cells in the spatial pyramid partition by increasing the sizes of the cells by 50%. Fig. 4 (left) shows the performances for different codebook sizes on the Willow actions dataset. We notice that for larger codebook sizes of 500 and 1000 the overlapping SP performs better than the non overlapping one but the difference is not significant for a codebook size of 100. As the codebook size increases, but the number of features stays the same, the sparsity of the histograms increases. Thus, pooling more features by increasing the size of the cells performs better, as the sparsity of the histograms is decreased.

We can also observe that our approach does not gain much when the training data is well separated i.e. the baseline SVM is saturated. This can occur when there is not enough training data or the task is relatively easy. In saturated cases the number of vectors within the margin—which effectively contribute towards refining the hyperplane—is small (<100) and the saliency model is not able to derive additional information from so few examples. Fig. 4 (right) shows the performances for the different pyramid combinations for the Willow actions dataset. We observe that as the pyramid level increases, the gap between the baselines and the proposed method decreases due to increase in train-
Figure 4. (Left) Evaluation (mAP) of the impact of the codebook size for a full pyramid representation. (Right) Evaluation (mAP) of the impact of the pyramid levels for a codebook size of 1000. The dataset is the Willow Actions [4].

Figure 5. Example images and their saliency maps (8 × 8 resolution) for images from two classes for each of the three databases (higher values are brighter). Notice how the maps adapt to the content of the image and highlight the spatially salient regions per image.

3.5. Qualitative results

Fig. 5 shows example images from two classes for each of the three datasets together with their saliency maps. We can observe that the saliency maps focus on those parts of the images which we expect to be discriminative. For example, in the action class ‘ridinghorse’ the saliency maps give high weights to the lower regions which are expected to be salient as they contain the horse and grassy texture which are highly correlated with the class. The person (in the typical riding pose) is not weighted highly, because it might be confused with ‘ridingbike’, stressing the discriminative nature of the maps.

Furthermore, per image adaptation can be seen in all the examples. In the ‘playingmusic’ class the maps follow the hands and the musical instruments and differ for every image. A similar observation holds for ‘tallbuilding’ class where the middle part of the buildings seems to be more discriminative probably because of predominant sky in the upper part of many images.

The correlation between the locality of the task and the peaks in the maps is also clearly visible. A strong contrast is apparent between the ‘playingmusic’ class of the Willow actions dataset and the similar ‘violin’ and ‘erhu’ classes of PPMI dataset. In the actions dataset the discrimination is against more general actions (‘running’, ‘photographing’ etc.) and hence the maps capture the instrument, the pose of the hands etc. and have relatively spread out maxima. In contrast, for ‘violin’ and ‘erhu’ classes the maps have sharp peaks as the task is to differentiate between holding vs. playing instruments. The maps here quite accurately focus on the region of discriminative interaction between the person and the instrument.
4. Conclusion

We have presented a method for learning discriminative spatial saliency for images to improve the image representation and, thus, the classification performance. The method has wide applicability as was demonstrated with experiments on three challenging datasets. The method adapts saliency per image and focuses on regions which are salient for the given task. It improves over a baseline without spatial saliency and achieves better or comparable results w.r.t. the state of the art.

We plan to investigate fusing multiple discriminative spatial saliency maps obtained from various low level feature channels corresponding to different cues e.g. shape, color, texture or even high level concepts and attributes, appropriate for the classes.
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